
THE SHAPE Oi THE WORD

The nation-state is dead.
Long live the nation-state
L

~.~Readjustyourexpectationsofthe 2lst centcuy. Neithertheage ofsupmta&s, nor
<,the end of alI states, is about to happen:,, :’ ‘, I.,*,I + id HE nation+tate is not what it used to be.T tial components of the fearsome game
‘:, S’Ignortxl by the global money markets, known as foreign policy.
condescended to by great multinational The trouble is that, over the past half-

‘&@&ations, at the mercy of intercontinen- century or so, these basic units have all, big
?al-missiles, the poor thing can only look or small, become less dominant, less inde-
ba& tith nostalgia to its days of glory, a pendent and, in a way, less separate than

’ century ago, when evetybody knew what they were in their prime. This is because of
‘John Bull and Marianne and Germania the arrival in the world of new l&es, cre-
arid Uncle Sam stood for. It seems incon- ated by the technological discoveries of the
ceivable that so diminished a creature can 20th century, which havethe power to move

much’ longer continue to be the
basic ,unit  of international rela-
4ions;the en&y that signs treaties,

joins alliances, defies enemies,
@es j to war. Surely the nation-
state is in the process of being dis-

‘4&ed~.~ into:, something larger,
~inoiqxnvetful, more capable of
coping with the consequences of

modf3n technology: something
$,‘%&t will be the new, stronger, ba-
+c unit of tomorrow’s world?

I No, wait; hold on a minute. As
Bextie Wooster said, in telling a
tangled story it is fatal to begin by
assuming that the customers
know how matters got where they
are. They will simply raise their
eyebrows, and walk out on you.

. The current argument about the
role of the nation-state in world
affiirs is an excellent example of

the danger Bertie was pointing to.

Why it isn’t what it was
For most people, the world is made up of 185
nation-states, on the current count of the
United Nations: some huge, some tiny,
some of them democracies, most of them
not, but all equal in the eye of the world’s
law. In l?ict,a majorityofthese 185 places are
not nation-states in the strict meaning of the
term, but survivals of older, cruder fbrms of
political lifiz. Nevertheless, all 185 share two
vital characteristics. They each cover sepa-
rate portions of the earth’s surface; and each
has a government whose claim to speak for
it is recognised by most governments of the
other portions of the earth3 surf3ce. These
are the basic units of geopolitics, the pieces
on the international chessboard, the essen-

things visible and invisible from one part of
the globe to another whether any nation-
state likes it or not. These forces take three
main forms, all of which have to some ex-
tent eroded the nation-state’s autonomy.

In economics, the growing ease and
cheapness of moving gmds from one place
to another has demolished any lingeringbe-
lief in national self-sufficiency. Almost ev-
ery county now buys from abroad a larger
proportion of what it consumes than it did
50 years ago, and a far bigger share of the
world’s capital is owned by multinational
companies operating freely across national
borders. This process has been accelerated
by what electronics has done to the move-

ment of money. The markets’ ability to
transfer cash anywhere at the push of a but-
ton has changed the rules fbr policy-mak-
ing, introducing what sometimesseems like
a sort of direct international democracy:
when a government makes a. false move,
markets vote against it with ruthle~~s@.

A more global&d economy is in many
ways a more efficien~@fie9Vlost peofile in
most countries are richer how&an #&ran-
cestors ever were; and the f&t&r &c&line
of today’s international financial ‘markets
makes national governments more ca&l
in the handling of.theireconor#s. But, fix
this article’s purpose; that .is i%t &e point.
The point is thqt theriseof&vglobal f&S
has noticeably tamedthe nation-state’s old
fizeling of confident indep&dence.

In militaty matters the change has been
even more dramatic. Untilzabout 60 ~~JI!S
ago, the only way in ‘Shich one c6untry

could successf3ly use fbrce to im-
pose its will 493 aqoth&,was to de-
feat its soldier oiC&e’gtiund. Be-
t&en two  couritries of fsen
approximately equ& f strength,
that could be a l&g and .&ard-
ous bu$nm; ,‘,’ t. ,:. f ; ” ‘,,:

The little Heinkels and Dar-
niers that’ flew &wly ,qivez the
English. Channel to drop their
tiny bomb-loads on Britain in
1940 were the messeng&s  of a rad-
ical change in the nature of war.
The use of fbrce was no longer
twodimensional; the third di-
mension had become available.
Only a f&v years later, the means
of imposing defeat from the air
had moved from ieroplanes to

‘ssiles, and their cargo had
nged f&m a bomb that would

ock down a house to one that
could obliterate a city.

For at least the first part of the
coming century, very f&v coun-

tries-perhaps only America, plus anybody
who can shelter under America’s protec-
tion-will have even the remotest &&no-
logical hope of acquiring anti-missile de-
fences that can ward off the missiles with
nuclear (or chemical or bacteriological)war-
heads which an enemy can aim at you from
anywhere in the globe. Otherwise, the na-
tion-state will be naked to such attacks.

The third technology-based challenge to
the old picture of the nation-state is the in-
formation revolution. People in difl%rent
countries now have the means to know fir
more about each other. They can see on tele-
vision how other entertain themselves, or
argue about politics, or kill their neigh-
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hours;  and on the Internet, or on
ever-cheaper telephones, they can
then exchange opinions about it all.
Even if the number of people who
make active use of the information
revolution is still fairly small, as the
sceptics claim, this is a startling con-
trast with what most Englishmen and
Germans knew about each other in
the 193Os, let alone most Frenchmen
and Englishmen in the 1790s.

Like the new forces of global eco-
nomics, the globalisation of knowl-
edge is in general an excellent thing.
It is always better to know than to be
ignorant. But, like those economic
forces, this change blurs the sense of
national separateness. The similar-
ities between people, as well as the
dif%rences, become more apparent;
the supposed distinctiveness of na-
tions grows less sharp-edged; one
day, perhaps, it may even become harder for
tomorrow’s equivalent of Serb politicians to
persuade their people that tomorrow’s Bos-
riian’Muslims are an inferior breed.
‘$*: +, Between ,them, these three challenges to
the nation-state look pretty powerful. So is
the nation-state, as the tongue-in-cheek first
paragraph of ~this article suggested, inev-
itably about to be replaced as the basic unit
dglobal politics? The answer is no, fix two
~&as~ns.  None of the possible replacements,
when you take a closer look at them, seems
tohave much real solidity. And the nation-
state may have more durability than people
realise, because it is still the sole possessor of
what is needed to be that basic unit. Take
the two points in turn.

I+Vhy the alternatives won’t work
One dreamy successor to the nation-state is
certainly not going to happen. The disap-
pearance of communism has not opened
the door to the emergence of a one-world
system. Until the final failure of the “world
community” in Bosnia in 1993, many peo-
ple still clung to the belief that, after the cold
war, the “end of history”-in Francis
Fukuyama’s misleading phrase-was at
hand. Such people reckoned that most
countries would no longer have any serious
difiixences of opinion with each other
about politics and economics; that they
could therefore, seeing things in broadly the
same way, use the United Nations as their
instrument fix solving minor disputes and
so keeping the world tidy; and that in this
way the foundations would be laid of an
eventual system of global government.

It could not be. Countries have long
quarrelled, and will continue to quarrel,,
about many things besides ideology. Any-
way, the end of the cold war’s particular
clash ofideas was not the end ofall ideologi-
cal argument; consult any ardent Muslim,
or any earnest exponent of “Asian values”.
The world remains explosively divided.

By the end of 1993, almost everybody has
come to understand this. That fond post-
cold-war illusion was the result of a failure
to look clearly either at the lessons ofhistory
or at today’s observable facts.

Ah, says a sharper-eyed band of opti-
mists, but surely the past year’s progress to-
wards freer trade, under the aegis ofthe new
World Trade Organisation, shows that the
nation-state can indeed be persuaded to
obey a global set of rules. That is true; but
only up to a clearly defined point.

Most countries accept the discipline ofa
free-trade system because they recogniw
that free trade is beneficial to evetybody
(which does not stop them bargaining fero-
ciously over the distribution of those bene-
fits). But, in general, countries draw a line
between this pooling of economic auton-
omy and the pooling of political and mili-
tary power. They want to hold on to the
means of being able to decide for them-
selves, in the last resort, what suits them-
including whether it suits them to go on
obeying free-trade rules. That is why even
the most miraculously smooth-running
free-trade regime will not inevitably glide
forward into a global political unity.

Nor is there much plausibility in a sec-

ond suggested alternative to the na-
tion-state. This is the idea that various
groups oftoday’s nation-states, want-
ing to belong to something stronger,.
will gather together into big newenti-
ties, each speaking fbr the culture or
civihsation of its component parts.
The most lucid and provocative ver-
sion of the theory has been set out by
Samuel Huntington of Harvard Uni-
versity, who has wohyingly  taIked of
a future “clash ofcivilisations.”

This idea, unlike the one-world
dream, does rest on a.ba$ia of-
able fact. Countries that b@ion@o.t&~
same “cul~~~r~~~~~ingt,~t
they have grown out of a shared body
of religious or philosophical belie&,
and a shared experience of history-
often behave insimilarways long af-
ter the event <that o@inallyshaped
their culture has p@s#&nt6histo@.~

The ex-communist eo&itri~ in the Or:
thodox Christian part of~_Burope, b in:
stance, seem to find&har+; t&bee+@
free-market democracies tian th&oitr&
Protestant-Catholic J

well be that, as thewoild~rlq .&self in-2
n&, post-cold-war shape:$heae arltuml
connections -will, be tie b&i& ofsome G.x*
midable alliances; and that the competition
between these alliances will be a large eIe-
ment in the geopolitics of the2lst centmy.

But alliances are allianee%not single
units of power. The problem with the civi+
lisation-unit theory is not just that Mr Hun-
tington’s list of civihsations includes some
rather implausible cand~dates~oes Af%ica,
or Latin America, really seem likely to be-

tor ,on the world stage?-but that
ent parts ofeven the more plau-
re still profoundly reluctant to

r their se rate identities.
It is strikingkat *the new <wave of self-

awareness in the Muslim world has not pro-
duced any serious move to&&s a merger of
Muslim states. Even the Arab sub+eetionof
the Muslim world; with the advantage of a
common language, has, after a series of
abortive “unification” schemes, come up
with nothing grander than the reunion of
the two Yemens. In the Orthodox Christian
part of the world, another arguably distinct
culture-zone, the recent tendency has been
fbr things to fhll apart, not come together;
this area now contains more separate states
than it did a decade ago.

All the other culture-zones look equally
unpromising, with one possible exception.
Only in Western Europe is there any seri-
ously conceived plan to dissolve existing na-
tion-states into something bigger-and even



this European experiment may now be run-
ning into the sands. The world does not, in
short, seem to be heading for that fearful-
sounding “clash ofcivilisations”.
The only other sort of glue that might

bind nation-states together, if the cultural
‘glue proves too weak, is ideology. That may
seem an odd thing to say while the dust still
svviris from the stunning collapse of the
communist edifice. But communism’s fall
dw ot mean that ideology has ceased to

tkkht2XiS’ at demolished the communist idea
ms the superior strength of a rival body of
ideas, free-market <democracy, which was
po~er&rl enough tot hold together the 16
&&tks of the West’salliance through all

The Muslim one is already un-
LWmack l?om more open-minded Islamic

n%valists, who insist that there should be a
‘d&nocratic way of deciding what God
wantsIbrtheworld.AdvocatesofAsian val-

ue$ may come to be judged, by their fellow
Asians, as just a bunch of politicians trying
to hold on to the pleasures of power. But for
now it is plain that arguments of ideology
are still helping to shape the world. They
pull people into rival camps, and give them
more precise reasons for disagreeing with
each other than the mere fact of &-
longing to di&rent “civilisations”.
Unfortunately, ideologies sufkr

from:exactly the same difficulty as
culturekws when they o&r them-
&es as a substitute fbr the nation-
stat4 Nobody seems to want to join
the proposed substitute.

The proponents of Asian values
happily go on working inside their
existing countries, because that is
where they wield the authority they
want to preserve. The Islamic anti-
democrats in various Muslim coun-
tries have made no progress in break-
ing down the frontiers between those
countries; indeed, they do not even
seem to talk to each other very much.
And, when the communist ideology
collapsed, it became painfully clear
that its component parts had been
kept together by mere force, not by

the vigour of an idea.
So the late 2Ist century’s maps will not

show a handful of sprawling superstates
with names like Democratia, Islamia and
Leekuanyewia. Their dotted lines will con-
tinue to reveal large numbers of those b?r-
inglyfhmiliar places, nation-states.

why it stumbles on
Why is the nation-state so durable, for all the
battering it has taken from 2Oth-century
technology? Partly because, in its true mean-
ing, it is a pretty recent arrival on the politi-
cal scene, and has the resilience of youth;
but mostly because it is still the sole pos-
sessor ofthe magic formula without which it
is hard, in today’s world, to hold any sort of
political structure together.

It was little more than 200 years ago, a
blink ofhistory’s eye, that men invented the
nation-stateasabetterwayoforganising the
business ofgovernment than anywayprevi-
ously available. Before that, the state-a rec-
ognisable chunk of territory, recognisably
under somebody’s control-had generally
been one or the other of two things. Gall
them the brute-force state, and the justifica-
tion-by-good-works state.

A brute-force state came into existence
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when some tough took power by strength of
arms and stayed in power by killing or oth-
erwise silencing those who objected. That
was how government began in most places,
and the species is by no means extinct. You
could hardly have a better example ofsuch a
state than Saddam Hussein’s Iraq.

The trouble with relying on brute force,
though, is thar however ruthless the ruler
may be there will in the end usually be
somebody angry and desperate enough to
put a sword or a bullet through him. This
most primitive form of state-system there-
fore evolved, except in the unluckiest places,
into one in which those who~controlled
power sought to justify their control of it.
The rulers did not ask the ruled for their con-
sent to being ruled.~But they did try to keep
them happy-or just happy enough-by
providing fbr some of their essential needs.

In thearidempiresoftheOldTestament
world, from Babylon to PersiaGone essential
need was the provision of a n?h&le flow of
water. Later the Romans, hav%gbuilt  tbeir
empire by force, sought to justifyit by pro
viding the rule of, law and a .sense of order
(the British did much the same in India
1,800 years later). By the I+iddle Ages, the
implicit bargain between governors and
governed had become a complicated net-
work of mutual~ obligations between king,
barons and the lower orders.

It was not perfect, but ‘it was better than
plain thuggery or chaos Even now, the
world contains many. e%+mples bf this sec-
ond system. The Chinese government still
seeks to justify its one-party grip on power
by a claim to have produced order and good
economic statistics; so, less convincingly,
do the rulers of assorted Arab countries.

What this system still lacks, of course, is
any organic link between government and
people. Even the most conscientious prince
of the pre-nation-state era assumed power
by right of inheritance, not by the will of
those he governed. “I am the state,” said

Louis XIV, that most de-hc&+ra-has
n of the old order. A century

e inventors ofthe nation-state
o provide an alternative to the

lofty arrogance of his first person sin-
gular. As they saw it, a government
should be able to say: “The state gives
us our authority.”

A nation-state is a place where
people feel a natural connection with
each other because they share a lan-
guage, a religion, or something else
strong enough to bind them together
and make them feel di&rent from
others: “we”, not “they”. The nation-
state is the politics of the first person
plural. Its government can speak Ibr
its people because it is part of the
“we”. It emerges out of the nation.

There can be arguments about
how the government does its emerg-
ing, by election or by some more ob

9
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scure process. At many times in the 200-year
history of the nation-state ambitious or ob-
sessed men-I-Iitler was the worst of all-
$ve c+ed %e right to power because

.+. .&ey @d+ey knew better than anybody
~~~~~~~~~eir nation wanted. But even they

: > weti difi%rent from Louis XIV. They
claimed their authority, truthfully or not,
f?orn thewill oftheir people. One way or an-
othe!, in&e past couple of centuries the
connection between people and govern-
.JIJ~QI, ha@ecome organic. The concept of

k $4&&tio&state shakes hands with the con-
,, _.,. ,~ ,qpt@~gqvemment by consent.
,‘l~~~~~~~~~~ &l&g “we”,an come from
~~~~~.~~~~~~~~,~~~g~~g~,~~ it uniting]y dm in
Fc :*
~~~~~~;'~~~~~~~~ ~OUI@S, but,divisively in
&‘$$$$&#ke~ Q&&e& ,of’&orn a share& reli-
p;: “~~,~~~~~~~~?,~~l~~r~~kistan; or from the
.,., <‘. .,$+, ‘ 2% p&f&me special political
$$+,,; jtit#democracy in f5ur-lan-
$$K‘\~YY 1 d%r the “American idea”
$‘,*<+
;;.‘,, t ti*@c vrdted States; or from
~ “.> @6Fof a 5hared horror, as in Israel.
<3> ; ~*3+?#$@@&3#~meH3orn~a mixtut&of&se

@&9$@?@&1!reds of Bosnia are rooted
‘: “, b&h4r#fl@nc& of religion and in the
‘3@moti&3fib&ag~ bntierwarsbetween

&‘,?,>, ,#@$y##[q~w~~ z ,“’ :~
.:#@-Jt@i+V~f!$t~~cornes about; it is the neces-

T ” ‘,i &y%undat&ti %r: any durable p6litical:
, q&m. N? g&emmer%; ,ufilesS .ii is. pre-
$@&@$,!y+mirelzlon bmte &ce, Fn do
@$j&@#@I$+~ e.modem world d the
~peq$e.!~t@ov&ns do not have a clear-cut
&se@$$entity that they share with the
gqvetnm@nt+u&ss, in other words, they
ikeboth part of the “we”.
i And it s&l seems that only the nation-
state m this necessary sense of iden-
tity. It is nice ,ti learn that you belong to
suchand-such a civilisation, or are a be-
liever in this ideology or that; but learning
this is not enough, it appears, to pull people
across-the familiar boundaries of the na-
tion-state and into the creation of some
new, bigger sort of political entity.

This may not remain true forever. There
was a time when Prussians and Bavarians
did not smoothly think of themselves as
“we Germans”, or Tuscans and Sicilians as
#we Italians”; but the-y got round to it in the
end. Perhaps, in the end, Muslims will
smoothly be able to think of themselves as
citizens ofa wider Islamic state; or Chinese-
speaketx will dilute a neo-Confucian flag
fluttering over Beijing or Singapore; or, who
knows, some pan-African power may rise
out ofthat continent’s present rubble. But it
is not happening yet; and, until and unless
it does happen, nation-states will be the
only pieces on the geopoli&al chessboard.

So watch Europe
The chief test of whether this might change
will take place in Europe over the next t?w
years. The countries of the European Union
have come very close to the line that sepa-

rates the pooling of theit economic life from of a united Europe would be rooted in a dis-
the merging of their politics. They will soon tinctive ideology. The political and eco-
have to decide whether or not they want to nomic ideas by which Europe lives are
cross that line. To cross it, they would need much the same as America’s, and indeed
to be reasonably sure that the new Europe America was ahead of most of~Europe in
passes the first$erson-plural test. They making itself a democracy. Nor would it be
would have to be confident that its people a unique culturemne. Europe and America
now think of themselves in some serious come f%om the same cultural background;
way not chiefly as Germans or French, or the-y are, with minor variations, subdi-
whatever, but as “we Europeans”. visions of asingle civ&at@$& I+$ ,I... .’ ,,

Twice in history, Europe,$$ The underlying ,ar$um& of thmo
of it, has &It itself to be such zi s
and on both occasions ‘t&e

now pursue’s separate%uropean &ty is

groundsfbrsuchasense~fiden&y.‘$%&fiist
that Europe either Motwar# tohe, or
does not~~i~~~it”~~i~~:~f,~ wick3

&ne was wh& +Iie; Roman et$i+e ,ham-
mered &t& tirope intb a singl&&tit$
that shared the blessings of Roman law, the
Latin language and the peace of the~legions,
This was unquestionably a culture-zone: to
the first-peon-plural question, its people
could reply; C&s Ro?m$%i sumus.

The seond time began when Charle-
magne was crowned as “Emperor of the
Catholic Church of~Europe” in Rome on
Christmas Day 800. The political unity of
the IZurope created by Charletiagti& did &t
long survive his death. Yet; fix antithe$%
centuries afier Charleinagnq Eur@xans’
went’on beliting,,as M~lims%eliev~~&
day, that there ought in p ‘nciple to be no
distinction between a‘s business and
man’s business,, and that politics should
come under God’s guidance; and f6r most
of that time they kept in existence institu-
tions which tried to put this principle into
pracdce. This was an ideological Europe. To
the question ofwhat “we Europeans” stood
fix, Charlemagne’s descendants would
have replied, Credimus inunum Deutn.

The problem fbr today’s uniiiers of Eu-
rope is not just that Germany, France and
Britain want different things out of a Euro-
pean union. It is that none of their versions


